The School of Computing and Information Systems is the premier ICT higher education provider in Tasmania. The School provides high quality learning opportunities for local, interstate, and international students, as well as making significant contributions to the community and industry by creating and disseminating knowledge through research in ICT.

On Wednesday 3rd October, the University of Tasmania’s School of Computing and Information Systems will open its doors to schools and the public to showcase the variety of student projects and products, staff research contributions, and allow people to explore and experience what we do.

This expo will include:

- Final-year student team projects, solving real ICT problems for local companies;
- Games designed and developed by our Games Technology students, showcasing their portfolios across all years of their degree;
- Demonstrations and posters of some of the research projects being undertaken by staff and student teams, in areas such as e-Health, Organisational Strategy, Artificial Intelligence, Radio Frequency Identification, and Virtual and Augmented Reality;
- Demonstrations and opportunities to play in the areas of games development, building computer graphics and animation, providing online technical support to companies, developing an ICT solution for a local business, and much more; and
- Course information for studying ICT in Tasmania.

Come along, learn more about what Computing and Information Systems has to offer, and explore the potential for collaboration.

VENUE:
Centenary Building, University of Tasmania, Grosvenor Crescent, Sandy Bay.

FOR ENQUIRIES:
Dr Kristy de Salas
Ph: 6226 6220
Email: Kristy.deSalas@utas.edu.au